FEATURES & BENEFITS

The new and plenum-approved Evolution Series Ceiling Box provides a compact design, with a projector mount option and a hidden place for the needed active equipment. These boxes are perfect for smaller spaces like conference rooms and education facilities where racks will not fit.

- **Variety of Options** - The Evolution Series Ceiling Boxes are offered in six different versions from a basic model to the RackLink version; allowing the correct box to be selected for a given job.
- **Removable Shelf** - The storage shelf is removable to allow A/V equipment to be mounted outside the box, facilitating a quicker, easier installation.
- **RackLink System Included** - The Evolution Series Ceiling Boxes are offered with Middle Atlantic Products RackLink system, allowing for A/V devices to be monitored and controlled remotely (ECB2S-RLNK & ECBSP-RLNK versions only).
- **Built-In Cooling** - The ECB2S-CR, ECB2SP-CR, ECB2S-RLNK, and ECB2S-RLNK are equipped with a thermostatically controlled AC fan to keep the A/V equipment cool while keeping the environment quiet.
- **Plenum Rated** - Evolution Series Ceiling Boxes are suitable for use in plenums in accordance with section 300.22(c) of the National Electrical Code.

SPECIFICATIONS

**GENERAL INFO**

Product Series: Evolution

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

Mounting: Ceiling